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SMALL-DROPLET SPRAY MEASUREMENTS WITH A- SCATTERED-LIGHT SCANNER

Robert D. Ingebo and Donald R. Buchele
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland,, Ohio 44135 U.S.A.

' ABSTRACT ' • • ' • ' • • - • • • ' • " • • • • . - • •

Interacting two-phase flow through pneumatic two-fluid nozzles was

investigated to determine the effect of nitrogen gas mass-velocity on the

Sauter mean diameter of water sprays produced by the breakup of small diameter

liquid-jets in high velocity gas streams. Tests were conducted primarily in

the aerodynamic-stripping regime of 1 iquid-jet atomization. It was found that

the loss of droplets due to vaporization and dispersion had a '^marked effect on

drop size measurements. A scattered-light scanner, >: developed at NASA Lewis

Research Center was used to measure Sauter mean diameters, 032, as small as

5 pm, which were correlated with nitrogen gas mass-velocity to give the .

following expression:

where D32 and p V are given in centimeters and g/cm -sec, respectively.

The exponent T.33.is the same as that predicted by atomization theory for
. " ' . - . . ' ' ' . ' . , : . < • ' • •

liquid-jet breakup in high velocity gas streams.
. . • ' i . . ' : ' • • " • . ' ' '•

NOMENCLATURE

A0 atomizer orifice area, cm^

b drop size parameter in Nukiyama-Tanasawa expression, cm

c drop size parameter in Rosin-Rammler expression,, cm

Di diameter of i tn drop, cm

DV-5 volume median drop diameter for entire spray, cm

DV 5 volume median drop diameter for 1 ine-of-s.ight measurements', cm



Dv.75 ^op diameter such that-75 percent of the total liquid volume 1s In
drops of smaller diameter

D.,, volume-linear mean, drop diameter, y.D?/V^.D.] , cm

D32 Sauter mean drop diameter, /^\®\ //_\\®\> cm

Nn exponent for Nukiyama-Tanasawa drop size distribution expression

Nr exponent for Rosin-Rammle.r drop size distribution expression . -

n number of droplets

V fluid velocity, cm/sec

v ., volume fraction-of droplets wi.th diameters less1 than or equal to x

W weight flow of fluid, g/sec : ••

x .droplet diameter in drop size distribution expressions, cm

x . -. axial downstream spray sampling distance,-cm -. . .

p ;-density of fluid, g/cm3 .... . ., •• , • - , .

Subscripts . • ; .. .... •• • . - '

n nitrogen gas •

w water

INTRODUCTION

In the application of atomization techniques to the study of icing clouds

and fuel sprays, there is considerable demand for spray nozzles capable of

producing small-droplet sprays with Sauter mean diameter, 032, of 10 ^m or

less. Along with small droplet sprays, drop sizing instruments are needed that

are capable of accurately measuring drop sizes in high number-density clouds of

small droplets. In the present investigation, pneumatic two-fluid atomizers

were used at high fluid pressures to produce sprays with values of 032

considerably smaller than 10 pm, as measured with a scattered-light scanner

developed at NASA Lewis.



In the spray study discussed in Ref. 1, it was found that the effect of

droplet vaporization on spray measurements could be minimized by 'taking samples

close to the atomizer, i.e., 2.2 cm downstream of the atomizer orifice. This

technique gave the best agreement between theoretical and experimental effects

of nitrogen gas flowrate on Sauter mean, 032, volume median, Dv.ij, and volume-

linear mean, 031, diameters. Therefore, in the present study, the Sauter mean

diameter was measured in most cases at a sampling distance of 2.2 cm downstream

of the nozzle orifice with the scattered-light scanning instrument. -

••- Also, in the spray study of Ref. 1 it was found that the reciprocal of the

Sauter mean drop diameter, 032, could be correlated with.nitrogen gas weight

flowrate, Wn,. raised to the 1.33 power, which agrees well with atomization

.theory for liquid-jet breakup in high velocity gas streams. As a continuation

of that study, the present investigation was initiated to extend experimental

conditions to include a variation in nozzle orifice diameter. By using four

differently sized atomizers, it was possible to investigate the effects of

nitrogen gas mass-velocity, pnVn, on the Sauter mean dropsize of the spray.

Values of .ppVn were calculated from nitrogen gas flowrate per unit area,

Wn-/Ao, and values of A0 were varied from 0.0804 to 0.246 cm2 using four

different nozzle orifices.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE .

The pneumatic two-fluid nozzle was mounted in the test section as shown in

Fig. 1 which also shows the optical path of the scattered-light scanner. A

detailed diagram of the atomizer is shown in Fig. 2.

The Scattered-Light Scanner

The optical system of the scattered-light scanner shown in Fig. 1 consists

of a laser beam expander with a spatial filter, rotating scanning s l i t , and a

detector. The instrument measures scattered light as a function of scattering



angle by repeatedly sweeping a variable-length slit in the focal plane of the

collecting lens. The data obtained.is scattered-light energy as a function of

the scattering angle relative to the laser beam axis. This method of particle

size, measurement is similar to that given in Ref. 2.

It has been shown in Ref. 3 that measurements of four points on the plot

of scattered-light energy normalized to the maximum energy and plotted against

scattering angle can be used to determine the Sauter mean diameter, the volume

median diameter, the volume linear diameter, and the 75-percent volume

diameter. The dispersion of the size distribution may also be determined using

the four points, for each of the four characteristic diameters as shown: in

Fig. 3. It should be noted that in Ref. 3 it is shown that this method of
\

determining the four characteristic drop diameters arid" dispersion of drop sizes

can be used independent of the particle size distribution function. For a

typical measurement, the scan is repeated 60 times per second to average out

any temporal variations in the energy curve.

Spray pattern effects were minimized by measuring characteristic drop

diameters while, the entire spray was being sampled. Reproducibility using this

technique has .been shown to be within ±5 percent. Calibration was accomplished

with five sets of monosized polystyrene spheres having diameters of 8, 12, 25,

50, and 100 urn. Since the sprays were sampled very close to the atomizer

orifice, they contained a relatively high number-density of very small drops.

As a result, the light-scattering measurements required correction for multiple

scattering as described in Refs. 3 and 4 for the case of high number-density

sprays. Drop size measurements were also corrected to include Mie scattering

theory when very small droplet diameters, i.e., <10 pro, were measured.

In the present study, the scattered-light scanner sampled the entire spray

with a 4.4- by 1.9-cm rectangular laser beam. Later in this study, the long



dimension of the laser beam was reduced from 4.4 'to 0.64 cm In order to have a

small beam for traversing the spray at various radial positions and thereby

increase the spatial resolution and make 1Ine-of-slght measurements.

In applying various characteristic drop sizes to spray studies, the Sauter

mean diameter, 032, is generally preferred for use 1n the study of fuel-spray

combustion. The volume median diameter, Dv/5, is generally preferred in

characterizing small-droplet icing-clouds to determine "their effect on aircraft f

performance under icing conditions. The characteristic diameter, DV-75, which

is defined as the drop size at which 75 percent of the total liquid volume'of

the spray is in drops of larger diameter and 25 percent Is in drops of Smaller

diameter, is very useful as a measure of the relative importance of the large

drops. Especially when it is used in the ratio DV-75/Dv_5, which is very

useful in indicating the transition of drop size data from a single mode to a

bimodal distribution of spray particle sizes. The volume-linear mean diameter,

031, has been used to some extent in the study of vaporizing sprays as an

indicator of the relative droplet surface-area.

Experimental Procedure ;

To study liquid jet breakup, a pneumatic two-fluid atomizer was used to

produce clouds of small droplets. A diagram of the atomizer is shown in

Fig. 2. It was mounted at the center line of a 24-cm-diameter duct and
§

operated over a pressure range of 0.2 to 1.0 MPa for both water and nitrogen |

gas. The entire spray was sampled at distances of 2.2, 4.4, and 6.7 cm

downstream of the atomizer orifice with the 4.4- by 1.9-cm rectangular laser

beam. Water at a temperature of 293 K, measured with an I.C. thermocouple, was

axially injected from the atomizer into the airstream by gradually opening a

control valve until the desired flow rate was obtained as indicated by a

turbine flowmeter. Nitrogen gas was then turned on to atomize the water jet



and nitrogen weight flowrate was measured with a 0.51 -cm-diameter sharp edge

orifice, -When air, nitrogen, and .water flowrates were set, volume median and

other characteristic drop diameters and exponents for drop size distribution

expressions were determined using the scattered-light scanner.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The effect of axial sampling distance on characteristic diameters was

investigated and the effect of gas mass-velocity on 032 was determined.

Finally, 1ine-of-sight profiles of the characteristic drop size, DV-5, were

obtained, for four similar atomizers and characteristic exponents for Rosin-

Rammler and Nukiyama-Tanasawa drop size distribution expressions were also

determined.

Effect of Axial Sampling Distance on Characteristic Drop Size

As shown in Fig. 4, the entire spray was sampled at axial distances of

x = 2.2, 4.4, and 6.7 cm, where x is the distance from atomizer orifice to

the center line of the laser beam as measured along the spray center line.

The water flowrate was held constant within ±5 percent at 3.15 g/sec and

characteristic drop diameters, DV-5 and 032, were measured and plotted

against nitrogen gas flowrate, Wn, as shown 1n Figs. 5<a) and (b). All of the

atomizers were used for this series of tests, and the data plotted in Fig. 5(a)

show that: •

(2)

In Table I, from Ref. 1, values of the exponent n are given for sampling

distances of x = 2.2, 4.4, and 6.7 cm, respectively. Figure 5(b) gives

similar results for the Sauter mean diameter, 032-

The expressions, D 5 ~ W as obtained at x = 2.2 cm, agrees with



that given by atomization theory for liquid jet breakup in the acceleration-

wave regime (Ref. 5). This agreement of experimental data with theory was

attributed to the fact that measurements obtained at x = 2.2 cm are less

affected by vaporization and dispersion of the very small droplets as compared

with measurements made farther downstream from the atomizer orifice. Values

of the exponent, n, obtained in other experimental studies (Refs. 5 to 10) are

also shown in Table II for comparison with atomization theory. Measurement

techniques and instrumentation have not yet been sufficiently developed or

standardized to such an extent that good agreement might be expected among

different investigators. .

Effect of Gas Mass-Velocity on Sauter Mean Diameter

As shown in Fig. 4, the entire spray was sampled at an axial distance of

x = 2.2 cm downstream of the atomizer orifice. Values of the Sauter mean

diameter,, 032, for the four different atomizers are plotted against nitrogen

gas flowrate per unit orifice area as shown in Fig. 6, which gives the

following relationships: DI2 = ̂ •7(WJf(o) '
 or in terms of gas mass-

velocity, D- = 11 "33

The exponent 1.33 agrees very well with atomization theory for liquid-

jet breakup in high velocity ga's streams. This agreement is attributed to the

fact that measurements obtained at x = 2.2 cm are less affected by

vaporization and dispersion of small drops than measurements made farther

downstream of the atomizer orifice.

Radial Profiles of Characteristic Drop Diameter, D1 ^
V * 3

The beam height of the scattered-light scanner was reduced from 4.4 to

0.64 cm and 1 ine-of-sight measurements of the characteristic drop diameter were

made through the spray at several distances from the spray centerUne.



Measurements were obtained for the four atomizers at constant water and

nitrogen gas flowrates and an axial downstream sampling distance of

x = 4.4 cm. Values of D^ 5 are plotted against horizontal location as shown

in Fig. 7.

Peak values of D' 5 at the liq u i d jet center line were reduced nearly

50 percent, from approximately 60 to 30 jim, when the nitrogen gas flowrate was

increased from 1.59 to 2.59 g/sec. A similar reduction in D' 5 occurred near

the outer edges of the sprays. The asymmetry of the spray profiles was

attributed to the effect of gravity on the drops and also to slight

misalignments of the center tubes of the various atomizers. Values of D^ 5

show relatively good uniformity of drop size for the four atomizers.

Differences in values of D' ,- for the four atomizers were on the order of

10 to 20 percent. .

Characteristic Exponents for Drop-Size Distribution Expressions

The scattered-light scanner gave data for the exponent Nr, which appears

in the Rosin-Rammler expression as follows (Ref. 11):

dv _ NrX r e-(x/c)
 r

dx ' Nr
 e

Data were also obtained for the exponent Nn, which appears in the Nukiyama-

Tanasawa expression as follows (Ref. 11):

6/N N

' *Vb*

From a plot of the data obtained with the four atomizers, as shown in

Fig. 8, the following relation was determined:

Nf = 2.8NJJ'
45 (5)



which is the same as that derived 1n Ref. 1. Thus it was. found that although

the downstream distance, x, was varied from 2.2 to 6.7 cm, the relation

between the exponents was not appreciably affected by vaporization and

dispersion of the small droplets.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Spray measurements obtained with the scattered-light scanner gave good

agreement with liquid-jet atomization theory.' This good result was attributed

to the rapid atomization of small liquid-jets and short breakup distances that

may be obtained with a two-fluid atomizer. The good result may also be

attributed to the fact that the sprays were sampled very close to the nozzle

orifice, i.e., 2.2 cm downstream of the orifice, and thereby minimizing the

loss of small droplets due to vaporization and dispersion affects.
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TABLE I'. - NITROGEN GAS FLOWRATE EXPONENT, n, AT

SEVERAL SAMPLING LOCATIONS

Sampl ing
x,

2
4
6

location,
cm

.2

.4

.7

.0

Exponent
gas

, n , for
flowrate

nitrogen

1.33
1.2
1.0
0.8

aRef.

TABLE II. - VELOCITY EXPONENT, N, FOR
ACCELERATION WAVE BREAKUP OF LIQUID

Source

Theory3
Present study, x = 2.2 cm
Weiss and Worsham^
Wolfe and Andersen1'
Kim and Marshall6

Nukiyama and Tanasawa, f
x = 5 to 25 cm

Lorenzetto and Lefebvre9

Exponent, n

1.33
1.33

ci.33
1.33

cl .14

1.0
1.0

aRef. 5.
bRef. 6.
cDrop size data for wax spheres.
dRef. 7.
eRef. 8.
fRef. 9.
9Ref. 10.
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FIGURE 2. - DIAGRAM OF PNEUMATIC TWO-FLUID
ATOMIZER.
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